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Important Project Updates

Timeline Changes
• FRACH is fully dependent on new technologies that will be delivered in the
frame of skyguide's Virtual Center (VC) program.
• The exceptional situation caused by this year's COVID crisis has adversely
affected the development and deployment of this work.
• Given this uncertainty and our internal safety requirement for a three month
stabilization and familiarization period between the VC and FRA
implementations, the FRACH implementation will be postponed until 2022.
• We are working on new planning but we expect that the project will be
delayed by at least four months.
• Important points:
• we do not plan to make any major changes to the design
• we will continue testing and validating the FRA design with the NMOC
(NM pre-vals scheduled for Feb, Apr and Jun)
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Design Changes – Solving Boundary Point
Issues

• DFS and skyguide have signed an agreement on cross border FRA
• The first implementation step will offer limited cross border operations by
using mandatory Intermediate waypoints mandatory located aside from ATC
sector boundaries which have been selected in order to reduce the distance
flown between the FRA areas.
• After this initial step, the agreement commits DFS and skyguide to further
develop and implement cross-border Free Route Airspace operations with a
view to continually improve network inefficiencies.
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Design Changes – Solving FLOS Issues
• As the NM systems do not yet provide B2B FLOS data for waypoints,
skyguide has decided to keep 3 ATS routes within the FRA to ensure that
non-standard flight levels are correctly flight planned.
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Design Status

Preliminary Tasks
• FUA
• Full FBZ will be completed for Swiss and Cross border AMC
manageable areas in 2021
• Extension over Austria November 2020
• CBA SWIT change Dec 2020
• Extension over France expected 1st half 2021
• FLOS
• The Swiss Regulator has decided that the change from E-W to N-S will
only apply to upper airspace above FL195 (same as France)
• Target implementation date is the AIRAC in April 2021
• This should allow skyguide to remove the 'salami' RAD for summer
2021
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FRA Connections
• Structurally limited design is complete
• Connection spreadsheets developed during SESAR Project finalised.
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FRA AIP
• All AIP route changes (Switzerland, France, Germany, Austria and Italy)
identified
• 3 new waypoints created
• FRA waypoints and their FRA significance determined
• Upper routes deleted
• Lower routes modified to replace DCTs and overlap into the FRA area for
the management of vertical connectivity to aerodromes below the FRA

Total route changes
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FRA RAD
• All required RAD changes identified (except cross border elements with DFS)
• 5 DMRs have been created in N-Connect (called LS_FRA)
• 1 for the new APP 4-2 and PAN-EUROPE RAD elements to manage
the structurally limited FRA connections and route connections to
the underlying airports 1
• 1 for changes to existing APP 3 restrictions
• 1 for changes to existing APP 4-1 restrictions
• 1 for changes to existing APP 7 restrictions
• 1 for changes to existing PAN-EUROPE restrictions
Total RAD changes
PAN-EUROPE new

140

PAN-EUROPE existing

80 del & 113 amd

Appendix 3

35 amd

Appendix 4-1

105 del & 10 amd

• Overall, skyguide's FRA project will reduce the amount of RAD and it should
be simpler than today.
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FRA Validation
• Two pre-validation sessions using this data set have already been conducted
with the NMOC
• Solved some specific connections where day and night restrictions
cancelled each other
• Solved many instances where IFPS replaced FRA DCT segments with
routes that lead to a reject
• An issue with some connections to/from Italy leaving and re-entering the
FRAs was identified. It will be solved with App 4 DCTs.
• We have previously questioned how to manage flight plan level changes and
the corresponding sector counting when we reduce the number of waypoints
and/or have no waypoints between entry and exit.
• After discussions with the NM it was identified that the best option to
keep the FRA network as simple as possible was to cancel existing RAD
on exit points and add a PTR in NM systems instead.
• During these sessions we tested several PTRs for long route segments
and had correct vertical processing in NM systems.
• This method will be applied to all segments where needed and the issue
is resolved.
• Conclusion - FRA flight plan processing worked as expected and this gives
us a good level of confidence in the RAD that we have developed to manage
12 the structurally limited FRA design

FRA MAP
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Next Steps

Next Steps
• FRA data
• The connections spreadsheets, DMR extract spreadsheets, AIP
changes and FRA MAP will be added to the skyguide website in the
coming weeks
• https://www.skyguide.ch/en/company/about-us/airspace/
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Next Steps
• More NMOC pre-validation
• 23-24 February - including military areas active
• 21-22 April - including other ANSPs
• 14-15 June – including CFSPs
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Thank You

